
 

How better propulsion systems can improve
space exploration
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A class of engine now used to keep satellites in stable orbits could be adapted to
power long-distance space probes. Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech/Science Source

Aero/Astro engineer Ken Hara is developing computer models to help
make a little-known, but widely-used thruster engine more suitable for
long-distance missions.

When most people think of space travel, they imagine rockets like the
towering Saturn V that sent the Apollo astronauts to the moon.
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Most of that enormous rocket consisted of the fuel it burned to launch a
tiny, crew-carrying space capsule into orbit. There, free of Earth's
gravity, small bursts from fuel-burning thrusters guided the Apollo space
capsule to the moon and back.

Since then, scientists have developed alternative thruster technologies
that do not burn heavy fuels. Instead, these thrusters ionize stable gases
like xenon and krypton, using electricity from solar cells to strip the
electrons from the gas atoms to create a stream of positively charged
ions, called a plasma. The spacecraft pushes this plasma out its exhaust
to propel itself through the weightless void.

Such thrusters, known as electric propulsion engines, or plasma thrusters,
currently enable hundreds of GPS, military and communications
satellites make tiny course corrections and maintain stable orbits. But
now, scientists are developing a new generation of ion thrusters capable
of sending spacecraft on long-distance missions throughout the solar
system, such as the Deep Space 1 module that visited asteroid 9969
Braille and comet Borrelly, and the Dawn spacecraft that traveled to the
asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter.

"Plasma thrusters represent the future of space exploration," said Ken
Hara, an assistant professor of aeronautics and astronautics, who is
helping develop computer models to make ion engines more powerful,
efficient and useful.

Hara says the plasma thrusters have a number of advantages over their
predecessors. For starters, the ionized gases used as the propellants in
plasma thrusters weigh less than the fuels burned by the thrusters of the
Apollo era. Every pound the spacecraft saves by lessening its fuel load
means more weight to carry a larger scientific payload. Moreover, once a
plasma-powered craft is in space, it can accelerate over time in a way
that fuel-burning craft can't, ultimately giving these lightweight engines a
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speed advantage as well.

Understanding just why this is so involves a concept called exhaust
velocity—the speed at which a propellant exits an engine. A traditional
fuel-burning engine burns a huge volume of fuel but at a low exhaust
velocity, a combination that produces tremendous thrust. Think about a
rocket on the launch pad, moving slowly at first as it is lifted by a great
billowing of flames, then accelerating as the tremendous thrust that is
generated breaks the grip of gravity and hurls the rocket skyward.

By contrast, a plasma engine is designed for a different
environment—propelling a spacecraft that is already in a low- or no-
gravity environment. The plasma engine does this by emitting ionized
particles at extremely high exhaust velocities, but very low volumes,
propelling the spacecraft with what might be likened to puffs of breath.
In the vacuum of space, with nothing to diminish the spacecraft's
forward momentum, these puffs of ionized thrust allow the vessel to
pick up speed over time, going both faster and further than fuel-burning 
spacecraft.

Hara, who was recently honored by the Electric Rocket Propulsion
Society, is creating computer models to help improve plasma thrusters
even further by exploring how plasmas can achieve faster and more
powerful exhaust velocities. To do so, he needs to develop computational
models that solve new equations and verify that they are correct under
rigorous mathematical analysis. He then needs to validate these results by
comparing his mathematical predictions with what experimental
scientists demonstrate in real-world plasma thrusters. "Are we being
mathematically sound, and are our models physically correct?" Hara asks
rhetorically. "That's where my truth is."

Provided by Stanford University
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